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'Vibes' not good for Central hopefuls
by KENNETH RUDD
Staff Writer

The prospect of getting the state
legislature to increase Central' s
enrollment lid by 250 full-time
students for the 1990-91 school
year are not good, said the
university's legislative liaison officer.
Dick Thompson, Central's director of government and corporate relations, said based on Jan. 3
meeting of the House Higher Educating Committee, "the initial vibes
are that the request will be denied." He said the governor's representative from the Office of
Financial Management did not
recommend approval for lifting the

lid.
The enrollment increase request
was submitted to Gov. Booth Gardner in October as part of the
university's 1990 Supplemental
Budget request. If approved, nearly
$1.4 million in state money would
hire additional Central faculty and
support staff. The funds would also
provide adequate instructional
goods and services to accomodate
an additional 250 Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) students, which would
ease growing enrollment pressure.
An FfE student is defined as any
student registered for 15 credit
hours, Thompson said.
"This issue is not a pet peeve or a
perennial hobby, it's a real need,"
Thompson said. "The state is doing
Central a tremendous disservice in

not increasing the lid."
ing to the Office of Admissions,
Other schools around the state, 420 qualified applicants were turned
Thompson said, saw their enroll- away for this past fall quarter bement caps lifted by as many as cause of the enrollment lid.
several hundred students for the
Thompson said the university has
1989-90 school year. In that same · the physical facilities to accomoperiod, Central was given an addi- date several hundred more students
tional 100 students. And for the than the 250 FTEs requested.
additional year, the University of
"As far as our teaching capacity
Washington will likely get another goes, not including night classes,
593 students while Central will Central could handle an additional
probably get none, he said.
2,000 to 2,200 FTEs," he said.
"We 're happy others schools are "That's the unused capacity we have
getting their cap, but we 're turning now."
away between 400 and 800 stuBut, he added, "if you go prodents," Thompson said. Accord- gram by program, that's not exactly

true." The Flight Technology program, for example, does not have
the instructional equipment nor
the number of faculty to handle
any more students. "But probably
in 80 percent of our programs we
can handle more students."
Providing a place to live for
overflow students might be a.cha},,.
lenge, however, Thompson said.
Some dormitory housing could accomodate an additional one or two
students per room, but he said this
is not a favored option. Extra stusee Enrollment - page 5

Roundball rooters

These youngsters were on hand to cheer on the Wildcat men's basketball team in its 79-66 win over
Whitworth Friday night. Related story on page 15. (Photo by Walt Atkinson)

Pappas: Playoff push proves profitable
by JONATHAN MODIE .
Staff Writer

Full houses at the playoff football games against Dickinson State
and Westminster College helped
Central recover money lost at the
Nov. 18 game against Lewis and
Clark State due to low attendance,
school officials said Friday.
The university made more than
the needed amount to make up
losses.
"We went a little over at the
Dickinson State game," said Ji~
Pappas, dean of admissions and
records.
After pledging $15,000 to have
two games here, the university lost
$3,000 on the first-round playoff
game against Lewis and Clark
College due to low attendance.
Bad weather combined with a

three-day weekend were to blame,
Pappas said.
Paula Romeo of the physical
education office said people were
"not used to having it here" since it
was the first time a postseason football game has been played at Central.
A school making a bid to have the
playoff games on its own turf must
give half of any extra money earned
to the NAIA, said athletic director
Gary Frederick.
Central bid $17 ,500 for the last
ga!Ile of the playoffs and brought in
$25, 840 in the end. This left the
university with a total of $4, 170
which is half of the money made
after the bid was returned, Frederick said. The university made $5,891
for all three games, most of which
was depleted due to team expenses
and stadium rental forthe final game.

This also means people who
pledged money to help get the games
here will only have to pay 14 percent of what they originally pledged.
In other words, if $100 was pledged,
only $14 will need to be paid. ·
Frederick also said that between
$500 to $1000 will be put back into
the student body.
Efforts to boost attendance for
the Dec. 2 game included a tailgate
party, a reception for the Dickinson
State team and a contest among the.
residence halls to bring the most
students to the game. The winner of
the contest recieved a free pizza
feed.
But school officials said there
was not much motivation for the
game held at Pacific Lutheran University, though stories about the
game did appear on KIRO-TV and
in the Seattle newspapers before-

hand.
"We were the only school left in
the playoffs in the state of Washington, so the interest was there,"
Romeo said . "We stuck our neck
out, but the students didn't disappoint us."
School officials said the high
number of alumni living in the PLU
area and students there who were

out of classes helped boost attendance, too.
"Mostly, it was word-of-mouth,"
Pappas said.
Frederick said he would like to
make a bid for the playoffs again
next year.
"We would definitely try to host
it if we are fortunate enough to get
into the playoffs."
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Fire alarms, smoke bombs, fists and trees
Male students at a residence
hall accidently set off the fire
alarm while playing with a
football indoors Jan. 2, according to a campus police report.
An officer was dispatched that
·threw the alarm-activating ball.
evening to the residence hall
According to the police report,
after a fire alarm was reported
activated on the third floor there. the offi~er then re-contacted the
first resident who said he was the
After making sure there was no
one who threw the ball but he
fire, the officer talked to one of
didn't remember hitting the fire
the dormitory's living group
advisors who reported that some alarm sensor. Scuff marks were
found on the sensor and it was
male residents had been asked
earlier to stop playing football in determined that it had been
struck by the football.
the same area where the alarm
had apparently been activated.
A residence hall elevator was
The officer contacted one of
the four residents involved in the filled with smoke after a smoke
bomb was placed there the
incident who said that he and
evening of Jan. 3, according to a
three other residents had indeed
campus police report.
been playing football at the
An officer responding to the
north end of the hall and that the
LGA had asked them to stop. He incident found the elevator door
opened and the elevator out of
said he then went into a room
service. Residents said they were
after which the alarm went off
trying to "air it out".
about 25 seconds later. The
The resident who had called the
officer then contacted a second
police later told the officer she
resident who was involved who
gave the same story but said the found a device of three to four
inches in length made of a
first resident was the one who

yellowish-colored cardboard
material. She told the officer that
she believed the device was the
cause of the incident, but when no
device of the sort was found, the
resident said she had discarded it
and no longer knew of its whereabouts, according to the police
report.
Living group advisors in the
dormitory questioned some
residents about the incident, but
no suspects were reported.
A residence hall window that
was broken out early Sunday
morning was not done so by a
flying rock or baseball, but by a
fist.
The male resident involved
called campus police himself and
told them that while he and
friends were inside the room
where the window was located, he

slipped and accidently put his
left arm through the window,
the police report said. The
resident apparently was wearing
a coat, so he was not injured.
The resident later told police
he would pay for the damage.
A tree that had been planted
eleven years ago as a memorial
to the university's graduating
class of that year was another
victim of vandals, according to a
campus police report.
The tree, a red birch located
on the east side of Dean Science
Building, was "broken in half'
and one of three wood stakes
that supported the tree was also
broken in half. Damage is
estimated at $200.
The damage to the tree was
"definitely caused by vandalism
and not due to weather," according to the responding officer's
report.
A memorial stone which lies
on north side of the tree reads, "
Class of 1979, Betula Nigra,
Red Birch."

Local erotic shop under investigation
Illegal, obscene, lewd and
perverted.
That's what a local citizens'
group called the Lovers' Package,
Ellensburg' s erotica outlet, in a
Jan. 2 meeting of the Ellensburg
City Council.
Apparently the council mem-

bers agreed, as they voted five to
two to investigate the complaint
by the Kittitas County Citizens
Against Pornography.
The complaint came during a
public hearing to consider the
city's possible application for
community block grant funds.

The funds would help develop
low-income rental units on the
second floor of the Geddis
Building downtown. The Lovers'
Package is located on the first
floor of the building.
The issue of possible obscene
material could affect the city's

application. The Kittitas group's
spokesperson, Dolores Landry,
said the store "offends publi<>decency" and her group opposes
funds benefitting a building
housing "immoral and degrading"
material for sale.

OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS (OA)
has 3 meetings in Ellensburg:
Tuesday 7-8:30 p.m.
Room 3, First United Methodist Church, 3rd_& Ruby
Contact Edith 925-4221
Thursday Noon
Room 209, SUB
Contact Dan 968-4076
Friday Noon
Room 3, First United Methodist Church,
Child Care provided (Friday only)
Contact Elva 925-6524

3rd

& Ruby

WELCOME!
Who does your hair? It makes a difference.

There is no finer perm
than the AIR PERM ...
excellent for
difficult or
long hair.
?LR/IS:J{O'W
Paintings, prints ancf cfrawings
Gy Ju{ianna 'lJuc{@n

Now for only 99¢ you can go wild at Dairy Queen~ It's our
9's ARE WILD SALE where each of the following items are just 99¢:
12 oz Bliuard~ Flavor Treat. Homestyle Double Burger~ and
Single Bacon Cheeseburger. This offer is good at particij:>ating
Dairy Queen• Brazier· stores Join us and let's get wild

Only at ...

THROUGH JAN. 21 AT BOTH LOCATIONS

'Tfirougfi. tfi.e rrwntfi. ofJanuary
Open 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday
12 - 4 p.m. Sundays

204 E. 4th

962-2375

304 NORTH PEARL
WE TREAT YOU RIGHt".

NEXT TO GRAND CENTRAL CINEMA

brazier.

Dairy Queen• s10fes ore proud sponsors·
of the Ch11droo·s Miracle Netwoo Telethon wh<::h benefits kx:ol hosf)llals t0< c hildren
.OAMDO Corp/1990

TMTrademartlAMOOCorp

® Reg US Pat Off AMOO Corp ..

Q

925-EDGE
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Psychology grad students offer counseling .
by TAMRA M. LUCAS
Staff Writer

Typical of most Americans, many
Central students deal with a number
of psychological issues each day.
Whether it is problems with one's
roommate, dealing with aggression
or trying to battle an eating disorder, there is a helping hand available.
In fact, there are over 50 helping
hands in Central's psychology
department. They belong to sec-

ond- and third-year graduate students in Central' s master degree
programs in counseling psychology and school psychology. These
students offer their services, under
faculty supervision, at Central' s
Community Psychological Services
Center on the first floor of the psychology building.
As graduate students, each counselor has had at least two quarters of
prior, supervised counseling experience. This experience, coupled
with over four years ofundergradu-

ate study has prepared them for
"more committed, long-term clientcounselor relationships," said
JoAnn Treick, a second-year graduate student.
Client appointments are usually
one hour, and most clients come in
once or twice a week. However,
according to Lou Brauer, another
second-year graduate student, "one
hour per client equals three hours of
work for counselors with research,
case studies and video reviews."
In addition, each graduate stu-

New restaurant takes Mia's place
by HELEN FOLEY
Staff Writer

The building that once sported
"hardcores" and a bright orange
paint job is receiving a facelift.
New Ellensburg residents Peter
and Nora Evans purchased the old
Pizza Mia on the comer of Eighth
and Chestnut which closed Sept. 4,
and have almost completed the
renovations necessary to see their
dream of a European- style restaurant take shape.
Replacing the prized student
hangout is Tivoli Restaurant, where
European cuisine will be served in
a "family-style" atmosphere. It is
scheduled to open Monday.
Steve DeCou, the former owner,
said he decided it would be easier
on his family if he devoted his
energies to operating his other Pizza
Mia restaurant in Port Angeles,
where he now lives.
"Running two restau~ants at once
was too hectic," DeCou said.
The menu is set to serve up almost every kind of European food
one would want to sample.
If you thought Soup du Jour,
Smorgasbord and fine wines were

only found in the movies, Peter
Evans says that is just a taste of
what will be offered.
An espresso and Danish pastry
bar will also be on hand, which he
hopes will be frequented by
Central's students who are "on the

Ellensburg is
ready for
"something
different."
- Peter Evans
go" and don't have much time to
eat.
Some Central students hope this
too.
Senior Ann Zinn said, "I was
surprised to come back and find
Pizza Mia gone. I hope whatever
goes up in its place will serve the
same purpose."
"I really miss Pizza Mia," said
junior Bob Zulick. "It was a place
to go and hang out and just feel
comfortable... there really aren't
enough places like that around that

cater to Central students."
The restaurant, which will be
able to serve approximately 70
people, will have a comfortable
"family-type" atmosphere and a
staff trained "from scratch" in fine
. European etiquette and service.
Evans says he and his wife are
perfectionists and they will train
their new staff in everything from
relating to the public to setting a
correct place setting in European
fashion.
Evans and his wife, both who
have virtually "grown up" in the
restaurant business, wanted to settle
down in Ellensburg's small-town
atmosphere and raise their family
while running the restaurant.
Evans, who also calls himself a
"people person," will be co-manager, bookkeeper and host while
his wife Nora will do most of the
managing and training.
: The couple chose Ellensburg
because they feel the residents here
are ready for "something different" and that the cuisine and service will appeal to Ellensburg's
professional community as well as
its large student population.

Computer Services reminds members ofthe campus community ofthe following University copyright policy on computer software. In general the policy states that all
software used on University owned machines or University property must be properly
licensed. Normally this means that copying a software package for use on another
machine (internal or external to the University) is illegal. Ifyou have questions about
you rights to use a software package, please see the following policy statement as well
as the license agreement associated with that package.

dent is required to meet three hours
per week with faculty supervisors.
The work load associated with faceto-face counseling is a welcome
one for most students.
"Individual supervision in a practical experience has been real helpful," said Sue Sessions, a secondyear graduate student. "It's not
something you can learn from a
textbook-youmustexperienceit."
The service is free to all community and campus members.
.
The Community Psychological
Services Department is headed by
Dr. Maggie Lloyd, counseling psychology director and Dr. Gene
Johnson, school psychology director. Lloyd said that Central students
in this program have an advantage
over those who have been counselors for many years.
"They are more enthusiastic, more
aware of new techniques and young
people are able to relate to ·them

more easily-in essence, the speak
the same language," she said.
Students and community members utilize the center for' a number
ofreasons. According to Dr. Lloyd,
a recent study revealed, "one-third
of the clients come for emotional
issues, such as depression and grief;
one-third come for relation-type
issues, including learning to deal
with shyness, anger and sexuality
issues; and others come for more
physiological reasons as tension and
academic stress."
Interested persons may receive
individual and family counseling,
as well as a variety of psychological
assessments, available to campus
and community members from Sam
to 5 pm. Appointments are also
available on Tuesdays and 1:hursdays, from 5 to 9 p.m. Interesteg
personsmaycall963-2501 formore
information.

r-------------------,
BE A PLAS.M A DONOR

EARN UP TO $106 A MONTH
New donors and old donors earn $24 for 2 visits.
That's a $5 bonus. It's a two-way street. You
help us meet the plasma· needs of the
sick and injured andwe'll help
you earn extra income.

Alpha
1..

THERAPEUTIC CORPORATION

I.

BRING AD FOR
NE wDNOUNS0R
80
.1

I.

26 S. 2nd St., Yakima, 457-7878
Hours: 7 a.m. - 3 p.m. Tuesday - Saturday

, ___________________ .,~

\.

*An old donor is one who has not d.onated for 90 days.

Lunch is served every day 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Please choose from these lunch specials below
or enjoy any item from our dinner menu.

LUNCH SPECIALS
lt is the policy of Central Washington University to adhere to the provisions of
copyright laws in the area of computer programs. Though there continues to be
controversy regarding interpretation of those copyright laws, the following procedures represent a sincere effort to operate legally. Therefore, in an effort to
discourage violation of copyright laws and to prevent such illegal activities:
1. University employees will be expected to adhere to the provisions of
copyright law~ in the area of Public Law 96-517. section 7(b) which amends
Section 117 of Title 17 fo the United States Code which allows for the making
of a back-up copy of computer programs. That statute states, in part, " .. .it is
not an infringement for the owner of a copy of a computer program to make
or authorize the making of another copy or adaptation of that computer pro
gram provided:

1. Taco, Rice & Beans $3.50
Enchilada, Rice & Beans $3.50
Tostada, Rice & Beans $3.50
Tamale, Rice & Beans $3.50
Chile Relleno, Rice & Beans $3.75
Colorado Burrito, Rice & Beans $3.95
Verde Burrito, Rice & Beans $3.95
Chimichanga, Rice & Beans $3. 95
Two Chicken Taquitos, Rice & Beans $3.95

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

b. that such a new copy and adaptation is for archival purposes only and
that all archival copies are destroyed in the event that continued
possession of the computer program should cease to be rightful.
2. When software is to be used on a disk sharing system, efforts will be made to
secure this software from copying.
3. Illegal copies of copyrighted programs may not be made or used on
University equipment.
4. The legal or insurance protection of the University will not be extended to
employees who violate copyright laws.
5. Nothing in this policy shall be deemed to apply to computer programs or
software products which lie within the public domain.

11. Super Nachos $3.75
12. Chalupa Chicken or Beef

$3.75

With guacamole and sour cream.
13. Chimichanga served with Salad $3.75
14. Gringo Salad $3.75

With guacamole and sour cream.
15. Taco Salad

$3.75

With guacamole and sour cream.
16. Macho Burrito

$3.95

Quesadilla Beef or Chicken · $3.75

a. that such a new copy or adaptation is created as an essential step in the
utilization of the computer program in conjunction with a machine and
that it is used in no other manner, or

BEVERAGES
MARGARITA
SPECIALS
Medium $2.00

Large $2.50

I
I
I

Coffe or Tea $ .60
Soft Drink $ .90 Milk $1.00

CERVESA
Mexican $2.50
American $1.75
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Campus briefs

CPPC news-------

The
Central
Washington
University
BOARD
OF
TRUSTEES meeting scheduled
for Feb.9 at 11 ·a.m. will be in the
Board of Trustees Room at Edmonds Community College, 20000
68th Ave.W, Lynnwood, Wash.

C
A
M
P
U
S
INTERVIEWS ••• SIGNUP
POSTED TWO WEEKS IN
ADVANCE OF CAMPUS
VISIT: The following organizations will have representatives on
campus to interview interested
candidates during winter quarter.
(Sign-up schedules are posted two
weeks, to the day, before the arrival of the interviewers ... campus
visit d~te shown.)
Jan.
24--Federal Bureau oflnvesJOB SEARCH WORKSHOPS
tigationgroup meeting 7 p.m.FOR TEACHERS: The following
SUB
204-5All majors.
job search workshops will be presented by Robert D. Malde of the Jan. 25- FederalB ureau oflnvesCareer Planning and Placement tigation-All majors for SPECIAL
Center: Jan. 23-25 (3 to 4 p.m.) at AGENTS- Russian, Spanish,
Black 108. Topics covered': Job Arabic, Chinese-Cantonese &
Finding Skills - Getting Started; Mandarin majors for Language
Specialists- Acct. majors for
Resumes; Interviewing.
Acct. Techs.
JANUARY 26 IS DEADLINE Feb. 7- Farmers Ins Group- All
FOR
PRE-SCREENING/ majors, Sales Reps, Yakima.
CHANCE TO INTERVIEW Feb. 7- Mutual Of Omaha- All
WITH MAJOR FIRMS- WIN- majors, Sales Reps, Cent. Wash.
TER QUARTER: Stop by Career . Feb 14--J.C. Penney Co.-Group
Planning & Placement Center, meeting 7 p.m.- SUB 204-5
Barge 105, before Jan. 26 if you are Feb. 15- J; C. Penney Co.- All
interested in the pre-screen op,.. majors- Management trainees.
Feb. 22-The Boeing Co.-Group
portunities shown below.
Howard Johnson & Co., Math meeting 7p.m.-SUB204-5-For
all interested.
majors/ Actuarials.
Hewitt Associates, Math majors/ Feb.23- The Boeing Co.- Majors: Ind. Suprv, Mfg. Engr.
Actuarials.
New England Companies, Market- Tech.,IndElectronicTech. &Electronics Engr Tech- Tool Producing Reps/ Seattle.
Safeco, B.S. with math strength & tion Planners.
Feb.28- Shelgren- Majors: .
Math majors/ Actuarials.

The Department of Labor and Industries will offer a course pertaining to BACK INJURY PREVENTION in all occupations
including office work. This seminar will be Jan. 17 at 10 to 11 a.m.
in the Ellensburg Room, Munson
Hall. To register for this course,
call Colleen Rose at 963-1202.
If you or someone you know are
inteested in participating in a GAY
SUPPORTGROUP ,contactDon
Wise in the Health and Counseling
Center, 963-1391. The group will
also serve as a sourse of information for family and friends of gay
students. All inquiries and participation will be confidential.

The EMERGING LEADERS
PROGRAM has announced its
participants for this year's Emerging Leaders. They are, from Muzzall Hall: Kate Anderson, Beth
Cummins, Tanya Leithold, and
Carrie Nelson; from Davies Hall:
Barak Bright; from Meisner Hall:
Laura Bright, Stacey Buhler, Tana
Feighner, Ken Fleisch, and Lance
Vickerman;
from
Alford
Montgomery Hall: Lindi Chatter-

ton, Amy Mucken, and Mary
Talbo; from Hitchcock Hall: Kiann
Renee Elder, Lisa Fraser, Nancy
Hawkins, and Suzann Schmidttou;
from Quigley Hall: Colleen Kramer and Christa Pederson; from
Moore Hall: Leslie Webb. These
students will participate in various
workshops dealing with many
aspects of leadership.
There will be a planning meeting
for all students who will be doing
their ED 300 (September Experience), Option II Entry Phase, or
Student Teaching in the fall, winteror spring of the upcoming school
year (1990-91). ATTENDANCE
IS MANDATORY! Three meetings are scheduled. Students need
to attend only one to get their application forms. Jan. 23, 24, and
25 in Hebeler Auditorium at 3 p.m.
ATTENTION
STUDENT
TEACHERS & OPTION II
ENTRY PHASE STUDENTS
FOR SPRING 1990! Interview
meetings for Spring 1990 Student
Teachers and Option II Entry Phase
students are scheduled with their
University Professor/ Supervisor
for Friday, January 19 in the YakimaRoom (SUB), 8 a.m. to noon.
Students may sign up for these
interviews on the sign-up sheets
directly outside of Room 200 (main
Ed. Office) in Black Hall Jan. 1218. This interview is REQUIRED
before placement.

PLACEMENT ORIENTATION
MEETINGS FOR TEACHER
CANDIDATES: All 1989-90
graduates should establish placement files as soon as possible. Placement orientation meetings will be
Jan. 16 (3p.m. to 4p.m.), Jan. 17
(4p.m. to5p.m.)andJan.18 (7p.m.to
8p.m.) Location of these meetings
is Black 101. Plan to attend one of
these sessions.

Business, Econ, Acct, Mktg.-Account Executive positions.
Feb.28-Mar.l- All-Phase Electric Supply- Majors: Ind Dist,
Ind Elect, Ind Elect Tech, Business, Mgmt, Mktg.- Management Trainees.
Mar. I -Bi-Mart Corp.-All majors- Management Trainees.
NOTE: PLEASE STOP BY CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT CENTER IF YOU
WISH TO KEEP CURRENT ON
THE RECRUITING ACTIVITIES.
MILITARY RECRUITING:
Jan.23-25, Feb.20-22- U.S. Marine Corps- SUB Info Booth; all
day.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT/
APPLICATION DEADLINES:
Westmark Hotels, of the Alaska &
Canadian Yukon area, will be on
campus during Winter Quarter. If
you are interested, please stop by
CPPC, Barge 105, no later than
Jan. 26 to pick up the application
and get more info on the jobs.
Several summer camps, will have
representatives on campus Winter
Quarter. These camps have a variety of opportunities available. If
interested , stop by CPPC, Barge
105, to get info before Feb.! for
Christian Camping International
and before Feb. 28 for the five
Camp Fire Camps.

File

New
· Open ...
Close

•

•
•
\

Macintosh® computers have always been easy to use. But they've never
been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Through January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
· of Apple® Macintosh computers and peripherals.
So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Macintosh Sale, you can wind up "With much more of a computer. ·
Without spending a lot more money.

··········~·················································

· Saue Rs ...
Print ...
Quit

.®

The Macintosh Sale.
Now throughJanuary 31.
University Store
01989 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc.
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Central extension takes root in Yakima

Enrollment lid

Legislature lacks
understanding of
Central' s needs
continued from page 1
dents would likely need to find
housing in the community instead.
Thompson does believe that
Central' s dining hall services,
campus security, classroom space,
conference rooms and athletic facilities can adequately accomodate new students.
Thompson said he believes the
enrollment lid problem stems from
a lack of understanding of Central' s
needs by the state legislature. He
said there is a difference in the
legislature's priorities for the two
sides of the state.
"A lot of people call it 'The Cascade Curtain,"' Thompson said.
"On the west side, the interests are
primarily business, services and
technology. On the east side, the
interests are agriculture, wildlife
and land management." This is
due to the difference in voting
blocks, he added. For the central
Washington area, there are 12
legislators, while in the Seattle
area alone, there are 33 legislators,
he said.
"This becomes very influential
in how funds are handled," Th-

Page 5

ompson said. "In many people's
minds, the state's interests extend
from the Puget Sound to the Cascades, along the I-5 corridor, and
anything outside that corridor is
non-essential or not relevant."
Thompson describes the issue
as being both tantalizing and frustrating at the same time.
"It's tantalizing because education is the single key to progress of
a nation, a state or an entity," he
said. "If the state is concerned
about economic development, the
solution is to bolster the educational prospects of the state."
Washington, Thompson said, is
one of the few states in the nation
which does not believe in guaranteeing educational opportunities
for all its citizens.
In Washington, limits are placed
. on the higher education system,
and when the schools are filled, all
other citizens who meet the minimum qualifications are not able to
pursue the education they want, he
said.
"It's frustrating because the governing bodies of this state say
they're strong for education, and
yet they have the school system
capped," Thompson said.

by KIM LIVELY
Staff Writer

Due to popular demand in the
area, Central has opened a new
Extended Degree Center in conj unction with Yakima Valley
Community College.
YVCC' s Extended Degree Center offers "place-bound" students
- students with full-time jobs or
families-·an opportunity to earn a
degree from Central without having to commute to Ellensburg.
However, an E?Ctended Degree
Center is not to be confused with a
branch campus. There are many
important differences between the
two.
A branch campus is a small version of the university it represents,
while an Extended Degree Center
uses the local community college as
, .its campus.
An EDC concentrates on the
programs in the largest demand
locally, instead of offering the wide
array of courses that a branch campus would provide. These programs
are then taught by the professors
from'the community college, rather
than hiring new faculty.
The EDC in Yakima features a
degree in E~rly Childhood Education, which is offered in conjunction with Heritage College.
"Our motivation for working
with Heritage College is the fact
that, out of their 300 students, at
least two-thirds are Native Americans and Hispanic Americans,'.' said

Dr. Robert Edington, Central provost.
"The,se groups have not been
served very well by public education, so hopefully our program in
Yakima will better serve this population."
He said there is also a B.A. program for chemical dependency in
the works.
While the center in Yakima is
new, the idea itself is not.
Central opened its first Extended
Degree Center in 1903 and has since
opened ones in Lynnwood (through
Edmonds Community College),
Seattle (South Seattle Community
College), and Fort Steilacoom
(Pierce College).
Tuition is the same, but, since it

works in conjunction with these
colleges, credit transfer is easier
and a student can remain at the
same community college he or she
had attended the past two years.
Demand for these centers is high,
but with the current enrollment lid,
Central is unable to open any more.
It was only through special legislation allowing state financing of
100 more full-time students that
Central was able to start one in
Yakima.
Bremerton and Moses Lake are
both inquiring about centers for their
area, "but," said Dr. Edington,
"without the same kind of legislation we have in Yakima, we can't
do much for them."

Business and economics home
faces closure for nearly a year
by J.R. WALKER
Staff Writer

Shaw-Smyser Hall, which
houses the School of Business and
Economics, faces remodeling
scheduled to begin this summer or
fall.
The remodeling will close all
the building's classrooms ·and offices for six to twelve months, said
Joan Mosebar, assistant dean of the·
School of Business and Economics.
No specific relocation site for
work and classes currently there

has been found, but it might be
somewhere on the north part of
campus.
The remodeling will include a
new air-conditioning system, an
updating of the electrical and tele. phone wiring and a boost in power
for Shaw-Smyser' s computers,
Mosebar said. In addition, a data
jack and will be added to the phone
system and a closed-circuit television jack will be wired into the
building.
The remodeling may seem like
a hassle to some students, but in the
end, the changes will be well worth
it, Mosebar said.

?·
·
• •

Who·s the dummy in this picture?

Answer:

The human being, comedian Jim Barber, is on the LEFT, dummy on the right.

Start the quarter out right
Have a few laughs
with the award-winning comedy
of Jim Barber & Seville!

Comedian-Ventriloquist-Magician-Musician

When: Jan 16

Time: 8 p.m.
Where: SUB Ballroom
Price: $4
Tickets on Sale CWU Info Booth, Berry's

Awards:
- Campus Comedy Entertaine( of the Year Award, 1988 & 89, NACA

Who are you calling a dummy?
Ventriloquist Jim Barber, left, and his dummy have
toured 15 countries and are currently getting rave
reviews on college campuses throughout the U.S.

- Voted "Funniest person ... " by Showtime Cable N Channel, 1986

l st Place Winner -

1984 International Ventriloquist Contest
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Death chamber became dinner buffet
by DAVID STEVES
Salem Statesman-Journal

SALEM, Ore. - Cats may not
be the only critters with nine
lives.
Take Bud the Hamster.
Bud defied death last week, to
.the delight of his 6-year-old
owner, when he survived a night
in the family food freezer.
"I thought he would go up to
heaven, and my mom would buy
me a new one,"
Bradley Snoddy of Salem said.
Bradley and his mother, Mary
Ann Snoddy, were certain Bud

was spending his last days on a
death bed of wood chips in the
comer of the cage. Bud was
4-years-old, far beyond the
average life expectancy for a
hamster, which is 11/2 to 2 years.
Snoddy and her son were
looking for a way to put Bud out
of his misery. She
called a Salem pet store and was
advised to put the sickly hamster
in the freezer, where he would
"fall asleep and not wake up," she
said.
"I thought that was the best way
to dispose of an animal without
causing any suffering," she said,

describing how she bundled Bud
up in cloth Wednesday night,
putting him in a paper bag and
placing him in the freezer.

recalled. ·
But Bud refused to die.
The rodent chewed his way out
of the paper bag. The would-be
death chamber became an arctic
all-you-can-eat smorgasbord for
"I opened the freezer Bud, who spent the night
munching on frozen hash browns
door, and flop, onto the and a brick-hard loaf of bread.
floor fell the hamster." The next morning, Snoddy went
to dispose of Bud's body.
"I opened the freezer door, and
- Mary Ann Snoddy flop, onto the floor fell the
hamster. He sat up on his hind
"We had a very rough night. We legs, and looked at me like 'why
were totally devastated. My son
did you do this to me?' " she said.
was in tears all night," she
Since then, Bud has had a new

lease on life. In fact, he even has a
new exercise wheel. "He's just
fine. Just the regular, normal
hamster that we had before,"
Snoddy said.
Salem veterinarian Stephanie
Hazen said Snoddy got bum
advice on how to euthanize a
hamster.
"You can't kill animals putting
them in a freezer. They live and
live for days," she said.
Because it is a slow, often
painful death, she recommended
instead that people take dying
animals to the Humane Society to
have them euthanized painlessly.

Female soldiers pull front-line duty Man receives novel
sentence for beer theft

open to women - into the line of
PANAMA CITY, Panama Like the majority of invading U.S. fire.
None of the female troops were
troops in Panama, Army Sgt. Kim
among the 23 U.S. soldiers killed
Chilberg and Spec. Danniell
in the Panama invasion.
Hickman encountered enemy fire
Sniper fire was everywhere as
and slept with M-16s handy.
Hickman, also a military intelliChilberg, 23, and Hickma1;1, 21,
gence soldier, was forced to take
joined 600 other female soldiers
up arms at Omar Torrijos Internawho made history in Operation
tional Airport.
Just Cause. They apparently are
"We heard two loud bangs and
the first U.S. women to be
we were afraid the PDF might be
dispatched with front-line troops
trying to infiltrate," she said.
for combat action.
Hickman and 30 other soldiers
"Women have been involved in
took cover in the baggage claim
this operation to a larger degree
area, fortifying walls with luggage
than in any military operation in
racks and preparing escape routes.
the past," said Army spokesHickman, the.only woman in the
woman Paige Eversole. "It's also
group, never had to shoot but said
the first military operation that
she was ready.
women have been involved in
"The thought that kept running
directly receiving fire and
through my head was, 'This could
returning fire."
·be it.' All the guys were just as
"I was out there in combat,"
anxious as I was," she said. "It
said Chilberg, a military intelliwas like, ' Yeah. I'm a female, and
gence soldier based at Fort Ord,
Calif. "If I got shot at, that doesn't I can handle myself as well as
they can.'
Hickman
mean I wouldn't shoot back
stands 5-foot-2 and weighs no
because I'm a woman."
pounds - without her gear,
Military police, including
which includes rucksack, twin
women, closely followed the
belt canteens, camouflage
troops into Panama City. A 29year-old female Army captain, for fatigues, an M-16 rifle; six
ammunition magazines and 5-.
example, crossed the combat line
pound winter combat boots.
shortly after the invasion began,
"I always think that I'll look
leading a 30-man police unit on a
like a guy, but they actually can
takeover of a Panamanian
tell," she said. "I don't know how
Defense Force attack-dog kennel,
with all that gear on."
killing three PDF troops in the
Hickman, who moved around
battle.
the East Coast as the daughter of
Though a 1948 law and Army
an Army man, did not have
policy ban women from combat,
money for college and saw the
modern warfare puts support perservice as an alternative to waitsonnel in danger, Eversole said.
ing on tables to earn tuition.
Vietnam, Grenada and Panama
Hickman learned Korean and ·
blurred the front lines, pushing
Spanish
and was stationed in
military police, intelligence offiSouth
Korea
before going to Fort
cers and mechanics - roles now

Every dollar you
send helps put their
lives back together.

Ord. She wants to go to college
next fall, possibly in Maryland,
where her family lives.
Her parents "were pretty cool"
VISALIA, Calif. - In a twist
about her Panama mission, she
on American jurisprudence that
said.
has a touch of Nathaniel Haw"Everybody was calm except my
thorne, a judge has sentenced a
grandma."
man to wear a modem-day scarChilberg dug field latrines and
let letter- a T-shirt proclaiming
took turns guarding the makeshift
that the man is a thief.
facilities while male counterparts
Judge Howard Broadman of the
used them.
Tulare County Superior Court
Chilb.erg, 146 pounds and 5said Tuesday he did not want to
foot-6, wore the same camouflage
spend the $20,000 a year necesfatigues for 11 days in Panama
sary for Russell Hackler, 29, to
because her second set never
go to prison for four years bearrived. She helped decode radio
cause he stole two six-packs of
messages intercepted by a unit
beer.
that included her boyfriend.
But Broadman wanted to punChilberg joined the Army al. ish Hackler, who has a criminal
most four years ago after her
record that includes robbery,
freshman year at Washington
burglary and auto theft.
State University to earn the
So he told the Tulare, Calif.,
money to finish college.
man that he may not leave his
When she encountered gunfire
house without wearing a white Tthe first night in Panama,
shirt with blue lettering that says
Chilberg'~ battlefield skills gave
"I am on feIQny probation for
her comfort: She can fire M-16s,
theft" on the back and "My recM-60s and M-203 grenade
ord plus two six-packs equal four
launchers.
years" on the front.
She never expected to see warHackler must report daily to a
fare but, "I signed the dotted line
and I want to fight for my country
just like any male soldier would.
I'd like to think they sent the best
because I'm a good soldier."
One out of every 10 U.S. soldiers is female - a higher ratio
. WHO CAUSED OIL CRISIS?
than in any other military in the
Government officials say that if
world. Women have been actively the U.S. Maritime Administration
recruited by the armed forces to
had not blocked fuel shipments last
fill the ranks since the draft ended month, home heating oil prices
after the Vietnam War.
might not have risen. The agency
However, half of the 2.2 milblocked applications for foreign
lion U .S military jobs remain off
ships to bring oil in because U.S.
limits to women because they
ships were avail~ble. The federal
have been defined as combat.
agemcy protects U.S. shipping interests.

News off the wire - -

The Key to Safe
Driving When You've
Been Drinking

Only $9 supplies tCMels and toilet artkles for someone who's
lost everything, while $106 buys a week's worth of food for a
family of four.
Thousands of Americans have recently survived hurricanes, fires,
floods, and tornadoes. While they're glad to be alive, their needs
are urgent.
But to help them, we need your help.
Every dollar counts. Please send your contribution to: American
Red Cross Disaster Relief Fund, Box 37243, Washington, DC 20013.

1•800-453•9000 •

+

Or call toll free:

American Red Cross

bailiff wearing the T-shirt.
"If you are willing to be the
Hester Prynne for the next year,"
the judge told Hackler, "I am going
to give you probation."
Hackler, who quickly agreed,
was "pleasantly surprised" to learn
he would not face another prison
sentence, said Deputy Public
Defender Berry Robinson.
His sentence begins May 1, after
his release from Avenal State
Prison, where he is serving time
for violating earlier parole, Robinson said.
The judge also ordered Hackler
to attend Alcoholics Anonymous
meetings three times a week.
Hackler pleaded guilty last
month to stealing two six-packs
of beer from a Tulare supermarket May 9.
Broadman warned Hackler that
probation would be revoked if he
violates any of the conditions.
"I don't know if it will work,"
Broadman said. "But it's worth a
try."

Is In the Hands
of a Friend

MURDER STILL A MYSTERY
The Boston Globe reports that
Charles Stuart, the man being investigated for the shooting of his
wife, was having a romance with
22-year-old Deborah Allen.
Allen, a graduate student at Babson
College, worked with Stuart at the
Kakas fur store in Boston. Allen has
denied any romance. A .38-caliber

KING HOLIDAY COMING UP
Black leaders say they will not cut
back on activities for the fifth national Martin Luther King Jr. holiday. Rev. JosephLow6f}', president

of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, asks for "empty
streets and full churches" on the
holiday. Forty-six states will observe the holiday Monday, Jan. 15.

DOCTOR SUES HOSPITAL
Argentine-born doctor Veronica
Prego, 32, is suing Kings County
Hospital in New York City for$175
million, claiming negligence. The
doctor claims she contracted the
AIDS viius from an infected needle.
Nationally, 19 health-care workers
are known to ,have been infected
with the virus, 12 through needle
punctures, according to the Centers
for Disease Control in Atlanta.

DROPOUT RATE DECREASES
A law in Texas that requires teens
to attend school to obtain a driver's
license is working, officials say.
The law has been in effect for 4
months and more than 100,000teens
have proven they were in school.
Figures from December show that
ol)ly 1 out of 10 teens was rejected.
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Opinions
Mickey's buckling up

Why don't we?

by MIKE BUSH
Editor
I got two free cans of
chewing tobacco last week,
and I'm not very happy
about it.
I received these cans as a
result of one of my best
friend's little brother getting
into a near-fatal automobile
accident after falling asleep
at the wheel.
Accidents like this are not
all that uncommon. Just in
my own life, I've had two
very close friends get into
the same sort of accident,
except they were able to
walk away.
Why wasn't my friend's
brother able to walk away?
Why is he in the hospital
with a cluster of tubes
sticking out of various body

Letters

To the Editor:
I have some comments
about the way I was treated
at The Depot Deli. I have a
meal card and am friends
with a girl who does not._~
Occasionally we like to go
to the Depot Deli and share
my dinner. Tonight, while .
we were eating we were
asked to leave - immediately - because my friend
does not have a meal card.
I may understand this if

parts and unable to communicate with the people he
loves?
He wasn't wearing a seat
belt.
I can sympathize with this
- I don't wear one either.

I personally find seat belts

restraining - It's difficult
to reach the radio dial with
one on.
I also find them uncomfortable - It makes my
shoulder itch.

But then you have to look
at the other side of the coin.
If you don't wear one and
crash your car, you're
running the risk of never
being able to listen to the
music on that radio again.

You'll think that the restraint of a seat belt is
wonderful compared to that
of your brand new wheelchair.
Uncomfortable? What's ·
worse - a chapped shoulder or tubes running into
your nose and needles into
your skin? You be the
judge.
As for me, I'm going to
start strapping in. I want to
continue living the way I'm
~ccustomeci to, not the way
a doctor tells me I have to. I
want to sleep in my own
bed, not one in a hospital. I
want to eat steak and potatoes and Top Ramen, not
some prepared liquid goo
pumped through a tube.
I want to quit chewing
when I want to, not when I
have to.

Letters to the Editor
we were taking free or extra
food to accomodate my
friend; however, we only
get the items that add up to
six points like everyone
else. It is enough food for
both of us and that way we
can eat together.
I realize it is an option to
take the food out, which I
sometimes do, but the point
is: why couldn't my friend
just eat with me there? It
wasn't like there were no
tables for others, and she

was not causing a problem
for anyone, only providing
company for me. So what
was the big deal?
If the staff members that
spoke to us had asked us
politely to leave when we
were finished and could
have given us a good reason
why she was not allowed to
sit with me (besides "she
doesn't have a meal card")
we would have gladly
complied. Howeyer, the
staff members who con-

fronted us were impolite ap.d don't see why I can't),
made us leave in the middle would you rather see me
of our dinner, threatening us waste the food because I
unnecessarily to call camcannot eat it all? Students
pus security.
are customers that deserve
I feel this is a poor way
to be treated with considerato treat students, since we
tion.
are paying to eat here. If I
· Signed,
want to share my dinner (I
Karin Doyle

Prejudiced? Not Me!
You MAY BE SURPRISED ...

Explore Cross-Cultural·
Communication and
Ways of Knowing
Ms. Jan Kido, Ph.D. candidate & specialist in
Cross-Cultural Communication and
Multi-Cultural Education will challenge our
perceptions in this dynamic presentation!
A non-threatening and dynamic experience,
we will be introduced to different cultural
frames of reference or "ways of knowing."
Frames of reference shape not only what we
perceive, but how it is perceived and its
relevance to learning.

January 22, 7:00 P.M.
Hebeler 121
Reception following in the SUB presentation
This is afree program!
Sponsored by Student Affairs Professional
Development & Training.
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Gallery opens '90s with 'reflective' installation
Billed as "a reflective experience," Sarah SpPrgeon Gallery will
open the 1990swithaJan. 8through
26 display by Ellensburg artist Dick
Elliott.
In his "Primal Reflections," Elliott will transform the Central art
gallery by covering its 11 interior
walls with geometric designs made
of three-inch reflectors.
From interlocking spirals and
overlapping diamonds of heroic
scale to full-wall starbursts, squares
and zigzags, the figures in CWU' s
Spurgeon Gallery will play on their
proximity to each other and to the
carefully designed light sources,
Elliott says. "It's a controlled, 360degree reflective environment."
More than 10,000 plastic reflectors are arranged in configurations
which "explore the primal symbolisms that reflect the basic structures
controlling the existence of humanity - the cycles of birth, rebirth and transformation," Elliot
said.
Although only five hues make up
the patterns - red, amber, blue,
green and clear - the reflectors
combine visually to create dozens

of colors, Elliott points out. "They
respond dramatically to changes in
light, so as the viewer moves around
the gallery, an endless changing of
experiences unfolds," he said.
While installations as an art form
are often traced to recent large-scale
works of Cristo ("Running Fence,"
for example), Elliott observes that
"art for all time" is a relatively recent concept.
"Art has a tremendous history. In
its beginnings, much of it was
brought into existence for magical,
mystical experiences - for ceremonies or celebrations - and then
it was dispersed," he said.
Modem installations, like the
gallery shows of Elliott and other
artists, are documented for the future by both still and video photography, he said.
A 1971 art graduate of Central,
Elliott received a 1989 Bellevue
Art Museum Fellowship for his
exploration of reflectors as an artistic medium.
He currently has a year-long reflector installation, titled "Cycle·of
the Sun," at the Henry Gallery at
the University of Washington in

Dick Elliot's installation is now showing through Jan. 26 at the Sarah Spurgeon Gallery, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
Mon. - Fri. There is no charge for admission.
Seattle. The work, on the exteriorof
the gallery, was unveiled at the
autumn 1989equinoxandwillbein
place until Sept. 23, 1990.

Elliott and his partner Jane Orleman were recently awarded grants
from Art Matters, Inc., New York,

and the Washington Artist Trust for
their work on "Dick & Jane's Spot,"
their unique Ellensburg home.

Choreographer makes singers, actors into dancers
steps down and arrange rehearsals
on their own, Patterson said.
Over the past twenty years, PatWorking on the dance component of the Central production terson has choreographed a number
"Pirates of Penzance" with students of Central musical productions
whose primary strengths are sing- including "Celebration," "Caning and acting is a challenge for dide," "A Little Night Music," "Die
choreographer Christine Patterson. Fledermaus" and "Red Shoes." She
"It's a mixed bag we're working has also choreographed "Oklawith and that in itself is a challenge homa" for the Wherehouse Theater
in Yakima.
for me," Patterson said.
In addition to choreographing
"Dealing with inexperienced
dancers creates a problem for a cho- and teaching beginning ballet at
Central, Patterreographer, beson runs her own
cause choreog"Dealing with inexpedance school in
raphy is usually
rienced dancers creates
Ellensburg,
set on people
a problem for a choreogwhere
she
who are familiar
teaches 130 stuwith
dance
raph~r, because choredents from the
movement."
ography is usually set on
age of three up.
While workpeople who are familiar
Patterson said
ing with the 10
with dance movement."
she previously
dance numbers
-Christine Patterson used some of her
of "Pirates of
high school stuPenzance" in rehearsal, Patterson said at times she dents for dance parts in Central
had to simplify the dance steps in productions and two of her former
places where the actors needed to students have gone on to dance
watch the conductor. They some- professionally.
Patterson is currently the artistic
times needed to be relatively motionless to execute difficult musical director of the Ellensburg Youth
Ballet, which sponsors community
passages, she said.
Another limiting factor on how dance productions and provides
complex she could make the chore- tickets, programs and other useful
ography was rehearsal time. She services. According to Patterson,
rehearses with the actors for a total almost all of the dancers in these
of about s~ven hours per week and productions are from her dance
can only work with part of the ac- school.
"It's very much a hand-in-hand
tors each rehearsal.
cooperation,"
she said.
The cast finished the first act
Patterson
attended
the Royal
before Christmas and only have
Ballet
School
in
England,
which
three weeks of rehearsal to prepare
works directly with the Royal Balthe second act. .
"They are all working so hard," let Company. She also danced professionally for a number of years in
she said.
Europe
and did commercial dancMost of the cast members learn
the routines step by step, write the ing on television.

by JIM CARLSON

Staff Writer
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What band will be the U2of the 1990s?
by KATHLEEN LAVEY ·

Back when the '70s became the
'80s, how many people would have
predicted the phenomenal success
ofthefledglingPolice, wet-behindthe-ears U2, or still-in-school
Madonna?
Who would have thought that both
the Rolling Stones and The Who
would disband, then reunite during
the decade's last months for wellreceived tours that generated millions of dollars and pleased millions of fans?
Predictions are just as difficult as
the '80s switch (abruptly) into the
'90s.
Undoubtedly, some of pop's
powerhouses-U2, R.E.M., Prince,
Bon Jovi - will continue to sell
millions of records, generate millions of dollars and please millions
of fans.
Other bands with potential probably never will make it. The eight
members of the Pogues have more
talent among them than a couple of
dozen other musicians. But unless
lead singer and principal songwriter
Shane McGowan - who left the
stage drunk after a song and a half
during an Ann Arbor appearance

this fall - can reform, the band
may be doomed.
Guns 'NRosesnowisridinghigh,
but doesn't show the staying power
of other acts that have dominated
the '80s.
Perhaps some of the bands listed
here will never make it further than
they have already. But as the '80s
close, these bands - or some of
their members - show potential to
dominate the '90s.
-Living Colour: The New York
group burst into commercial success in 1989 with the album "Vivid,"
which yielded such hits as "Cult of
Persona~ity" and "Glamour Boys,"
then landed the coveted opening
spot on the Rolling Stones tour. The
group will release a second album
this year, and gave Rolling Stones
audiences a preview of some material likely to be included. Among
vocalist Corey Glover, guitarist
Vernon Reid, bassist Muzz Skillings
and -drummer Will Calhoun, the
talent is concentrated in Reid.
- Natalie Merchant: The girlish
lead singer of the 10,000 Maniacs
has had her own cult followfog for
much of the '80s, based on her
su~cessful ~ork with the group. If

House music: sound of '90s
by JAMES T. JONES IV

House music, that throbbing,
syncopated cousin of disco, has
crossed over from the dance clubs
to mainstream pop. Now it's pegged
as the sound to lead music lovers
into the '90s.
Bass-heavy house has burst onto
Billboard's pop singles top 10 next week it's No. 4-with Technotronic featuring Felly 's "Pump
Up the Jam."
Fans claim "Jam" will do for
house what "Walk This Way," RunD.M. C. 's collaboration with Aerosmith, did for rap.
The genre originated in Chicago
clubs, then was embraced on trendcrazy European dance floors; now
Technotronic has captured Top 40
fans.
"This is the record that has opened
the door for us," says Arma Andon
of SBK Records, which handles
Technotronic and house act Ten

City.
Next? "Come on Get My Love,"
the new song by D-mob, beginning
to creep onto pop radio playlists
now.
"People love this kind of music,
it's fun," says DJ Tom Kent of
WRQC in Cleveland. "We play a
lot of house music. We get a really
good response."
Marcus Dickerson, host of"Keys
to the House," KU OP-FM' s weekly
radio show in Stockton, Calif.,
broadcast a three-hour New Year's
Eve special, "Keys to the House
New Year's Eve Blast-Off' on a
dozen radio stations.
And rappers Kid-N-Play star in
the movie "House Party," opening
March 9. It features hip house, a
blend of rap and house heard in
black singles hits for rappers like
Heavy D. and the Boyz ("We Got
Our Own Thang").

for the social good endeared her to
a greed-tired society after the release of hef°self-titled LP last year.
To become a permanent fixture,
Chapman will have to give up the
inward-looking track she takes on
her second album, "Crossroads,"
and turn her concern again to the
public.
Chapman definitely has the vision to make it through the '90s the question is whether she has the
strength and the will to withstand
the business.
- Bobby Brown: Already a
music business veteran, Brown, who
got started early this decade as
vocalist for New Edition, is young
enough, versatile enough, and smart
enough to keep going.
With crossover hits such as the
"Ghostbusters II" theme, "My Prerogative," and "Every Little Step,"
Brown shows the potential to expand his string of successes during
the 1990s.
- k.d. lang: Is she country, blues,
pop or something different entireI y?
It doesn't matter. The purveyor of
"Absolute Torch and Twang" is fun
to watch, easy to listen to and just
versatile enough· to keep everyone
from country fans to folkies to the
avant garde interested in her work.
-The Cult: The band's followers insist the group has the staying
power to match the success its metal
counterpart Guns 'N Roses has
enjoyed during the late '80s. They
may be right.

bare-bones first release, quiet performing sty le and intense concern
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the group - which this year released its fifth album, "Blind Man's
Zoo," for some reason doesn't stay
together, Merchant likely will make
her own mark much the same as
StevieNicksdidinthe '80safterthe
breakup of Fleetwood Mac.
- The Proclaimers: Yes, this is a
band with a gimmick - Scottish
twins Charlie and Craig Re~d play
acoustic guitar and perfectly blend
their matching brogues in harmony
on songs that often have political
overtones or deceptively complicated messages on the state oflife in
general. The key to success for this
band: continue the progress they
started when they switched from
the all-acoustic sound of their debut
album "The Proclaimers," to backing by a full band on their 1989
release "Sunshine on Leith," which
went platinum in the United Kingdom.
- Jeff Healey: People started
taking notice of Healey and his band
when their album "See the Light"
yielded the hits "Confidence Man"
and "Angel Eyes." Healey originally attracted attention because of
his blindness and because of his
unique guitar-playing style. He can
expect to stay in the spotlight if he
continues providing the radio-oriented, lightweight rock that has
made "See the Light" so successful.
- Tracy Chapman: Critics have
been quick to hand Chapman the
torch carried by female folkies
through the '70s and the '80s. Her

HOURS
MON.-SAT. 7a.m.-10p.m.
SUNDAY 9a.m.-10p.m.
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STUDENTS!

Stawt the New Yeaw
off
w~th a P~zza

$3
wi

Coca-Cola
6-pack cans

$1.49
including Diet Coke,
Classic .Coke, Sprite,
Diet SJ?rite and
Caffeine-Free Coke.

•Free Delivery•

925-9855

Offer good Jan. 11, 1990-Jan. 18,1990
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Mabel adds acting to new experieilCeePSll
by KARLA RUTHERFORD
Staff Writer

A recent move to Washington
state, a new university and new
friends. These challenges may be
enough to make most people anxious.
However, Central graduate student Mia Kessler seems to thrive on
new experiences. Kessler, a seasoned .musician and vocalist, will
add acting to her list of achievements when she portrays the character of Mabel in the Central drama
department's forthcoming production of "Pirates Of Penzance."
Music has always been an integral part of Kessler's life and her
wealth of talent was developed at an
early age. At the age five, Kessler
began playing piano and singing.
Wishing to expand her interest
and knowledge, Kessler later
learned to play the French horn, an
instrument she continued to play
throughout her undergraduate years
at the University of Puget Sound.
Despite herimpressive vocal and
musical experience, Kessler admits
that her theater ex~osure is limited.

Still, she enthusiastically anticipates
the opportunity to integrate her interest in music with her role in
"Pirates Of Penzance."
"It's exciting to get a chance to
be on center stage," Kessler said. "I
want to try something different. I
have sung as a member of the chorus (in play productions) but it's not
quite the same."
With plenty of rehearsal time,
Kessler has many opportunities to
reflect on what she most appreciates about her character and the
entire production.
"I have the best solos in the whole
thing," she said. "It's just so different doing a role instead of just singing a concert."
Kessler also believes that cooperation is the key to making the
production a success.
"I'm really impressed with the
costumes and sets," she said. "It's
neat to see the cooperation between
the drama and music departments."
Certain that infinite challenges
lay beyond her spring 1991 graduation date, Kessler has several longrange goals. She wants to teach as a

Guest pianist visits tonight
Bellingh~m pianist Ford Hill
will present a guest recital tonight at 8 in Hertz Recital Hall.
Tickets for the performance,
sponsored by the Central music
department, are $3 general admission and $1 for students and
senior citizens.
Ford's program includes several works by Ravel,
Schumann's eight-part "Fantastiestucke," and Chaconne in
G Major by Handel. He will

R ES ER VE

close the performance with
Franck's Prelude, Chorale and
Fugue.
Currently on the Western
Washington University music
faculty, Ford won the Graduate
Concerto Competition while
studying with Georgy Sebok at
Indiana University. Ford will
teach as an exchange professor at
the New South Wales (Australia)
State Conservatory of Music for
the next six months. ·

OFFICERS'

Mia Kessler plays the romantic lead character ofMabel, shown here with Dana-]oel Belkholm as Frederic.
(photo courtesy University Relations) ·

vocal coach at the community-college level. This will allow Kessler
to work with accomplished vocalists, helping them refine skills they
currently possess.

Perhaps more than anything else,
Kessler wants her future students to
develop a love for music and a
commitment to improvement.
"I just love rriusic so much," she

said. "I think it's importantrememberthat every phrase you sing has to
be better than the last.
"It's important to always be.
thinking forward."

Tour guides and hosts needed for VIPP visit
Any student interested in hosting
The 1990 Very Important Person
Project visit will be Jan. 24 through a student or assisting with campus
25. The Office of Admissions is tours should contact Robin
inviting 50to100 minority students · MacAlpine at the Office of Admisto Central to allow them a taste of
college life.
Due to the shortage of beds in the
Conference Center, Dr. James Pappas, dean of admissions and records, is extending an invitation to
all Central students to help show the
guests some Wildcat hospitality.

TRAINING

C0 R P S

sions, 963-1211.
There will be an orientation
meeting for volunteers Tuesday at 7
p.m. in the SUB, room 207/8.

502 E. First
Cle Elum
674-2774

440 N. Sprague
Ellensburg
925-6961

.eQ)YJAN

420 North Pine
925-7726

Incorporated

Cold?

Come tan with us!

Free ~air care samples
with purchase of a tanning package.
Most local coupons accepted.

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a freshman or sophomore with good

grades, apply now for a three-year or twoyear scholarship. From Army ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition,
most books and fees, plus $100 per school
month. They also pay off with leadership
experience and officer credentials impressive to future employers.
Find out more. Contact Joe Maassen
at (509) 963-3518.

1013 E. lOth Ave.
925-7915

Now at Ken's: Honey Hill Farms
frozen soft-serve yogurt
Stop in and checkyut
our monthly beer
32 OZ.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

specials

.

Pepsi
49¢

. s t"ll
IS
I on1y

- Car care accessories on sale · Tree air fresheners: 75 ¢
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Elvis role 'a little overwhelming' in new ABC series
by PAUL JOHNSON
Elvis Presley burrowed under the
hood of a '54 Chevy Bel Air that
was parked on a street in Longview,
Texas.
He chatted with his pal and backup
musician Scotty Moore about the
departure of their buddy, Bill Black.
Except this was a cold and blustery day in 1989.
And Longview was actually a
tiny crossroads named Robinsonville, Miss.
And Elvis was a charismatic
young actor named Michael St.
Gerard.
The occasion was the filming of a
crucial episode of the upcoming
ABC television series, "Elvis,"
scheduled to premiere in the spring.
Relaxing in his canvas director's
chair in the chilly Mississippi afternoon, St. Gerard intelligently discussed what might seem like an
overwhelming acting assignment.
"I know," he said, "that I can't
take liberties with his music or how
he performed on stage."
No one knows for sure how Elvis
behaved in private, but everyone
knows exactly how he acted when
he performed.
St. Gerard, 25, a native of Hartford, N.Y., distinguished between
his approach to Presley and that of
Elvis impersonators who proliferate across the land.
He said the impersonators concentrate on getting Presley's external look and moves.
"I'm concentrating on the internal aspects of the man," St. Gerard

said.
St. Gerard said he understands
his big responsibility to the late
performer's fans in undertaking the
project.
"Sometimes," he said, "I stand
back and look at the size of this
project and who Elvis was and what
he did, and the whole thing becomes a little overwhelming."
The half-hour series will concentrate solely on the early years in
Presley's life, his days in his hometown of Tupelo, Miss., his years as
a Memphis truck driver, his first
recordings and the early tours across
the South.

All of the filming is being done in
the Memphis area, with forays into
small towns in Arkansas, Tennessee and Mississippi for location
scenes.
St. Gerard said he already has
begun experiencing first-handsome
of the Presley mystique.
"His fans have known about this
project fora while," St. Gerard said.
"They have been sending me Elvis
memorabilia like records and pietures and things."
He'salsoexperiencingthespooky
side of the Presley cult.
"I've gotten some weird phone
calls (from fans) late at night," he

saidwithout elaboration. "I just hang
up quickly."
St. Gerard said he also was coming to realize some of the pressures
that Presley experienced.
"In some of the episodes that
involve concert scenes," he said, "I
sometimes get sad afterward.
"I mean, it's such a rush to be in
front of that audience, but when it's
over I get sad when I understand
what he had to deliver every time he
took the stage."
St. Gerard doesn't do his own
singing in the series.
The Presley sound-alike vocals
are_d onebysingerRonnieMcDow-

ell, and St. Gerard lip-syncs.
"I liked a lot of his music," St.
Gerard conf<:!ssed, "but I can't say I
knew a lot about him before beginning the series."
Someone asked whether he sometimes felt like Presley had taken
over his life, since he had to move to
Memphis and abandon some relationships in order to do the series.
"I don't ever feel like he's taken
over my body," St. Gerard joked,
"but I know he's taken up 100 percent of my mind."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple
College Infonnation Network

"Goodbye, little buddy": Minnow
skipper dies from cancer at age 71
by TOM GLIATTO
Upon the great misty seas of television history floats a little boat
called the Minnow, and at its helm
- weathering the storms of time
and syndicated reruns - is Alan
Hale, Jr.
Hale, who died last Tuesday of
cancer, was-you surely know this
already, don't you? - the Skipper
on "Gilligan's Island." And, in his
way, he was as memorable a nautical misadventurer as the Flying
Dutchman or the Ancient Mariner.
Hale, who was 71, was the spitting image of his father, who played
Little John to Errol Flynn's Robin
Hood in 1938: burly and beaming.
What made Hale's performance
so entertaining was that, like the

show, it was cartoon-basic: He actec;l
mostly with his big-bellied upper
body, keeping his arms bent and his
hands open, as if to catch an errant
coconut.
This perhaps grew out of his most
familiar dramatic gesture, which
was to snatch his cap from his head
and smack Gilligan with it.
Hale's death follows by less than
a year that of Jim Backus, who
played Thurston Howell III. Perhaps, then, it's suitable to end with
this exchange:
SKIPPER: "I always thought I'd
like to ~ea cowboy."
HOWELL: "Somewhere there
breathes a horse who's glad you're
not."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple
College Information Network

We'll teach you things you won't
learn in any classroom.
Sure, accounting and English are important. Very important.
But when you join the crew team at McDonald's, you'll learn firsthand what it takes to keep a million dollar business running.
And, you'll learn all about teamwork and common goals.
We're looking for people ~>n all shifts. The starting pay is
$4.25 an hour, and don't worry about missing any accounting or
English - we'll arrange a schedule that fits in with your classes.
For more information, stop by and fill out an application.

i-A-1w-ay-s.-An·A-tti-,m-at-ive•A-c1-,,"m~
Equal Opportunity Employer

GRAND CENTRAL

$1

50

ALL GOOD SHOWS COME
TO THE GRAND CENTRAL

Any Time
Any Seat
Any Show

9' "J:tJ•2999

440 N. Sprague

Open Sat. 10 - 2

925-6961

~

LAST DAY FOR ...

DOUBLE FEATURE

Next of Kin

Sea of Love

7 p.m.

9:10 P. m.

GLOBAL TRAVEL'S

TRAVEL ACCESSORY~ SHOP
Ellensburg's complete travel center.
One stop for your travel planning
and the answer to what to wear.

STARTING FRIDAY ...
TOM HANKS

TURNER

&HOOCH
PG -:

2:15 p.m. Sat. & Sun. • 7 p.m. Daily
SEAN

DUSTIN

MATTHEW

CONNERY HOFFMAN BRODERICK
There's nothing like a good robbery
to bring a family together.
fiil~
~®

®

~

FAMILY

Midnight Movie Friday, Saturday & Sunday
IBL ENTERTAINMENT brings you quality movies
in stereo at a great price on Ellensburg's BIGGEST SCREEN

e.

300 North Pearl

~ ~-:;BUTTER

Also Featuring many travel essentials.

BUSINESS

4:30 p.m. Sat. & Sun. • 9:10 p.m. Daily

I

Mix & Match: Comfortable, breathable
100°/o cotton knits package.

ULTRASTERE0 1 ' 1

Whatever the occasion you're ready!
Outfits for informal wear, or easily dress them
upl
In wonderful colors ...
• Emerald Green
•Magenta
•Poppy

•Ruby
•Cactus
·Saddle

• Forrest Green
·Peacock
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: Movie Review

~'Sammy and Rosie'

•

••
•
•
•
•
•

: classic gets thumbs up :•
•
••

by JAY PULLIAM

•

Film Critic

••
•
•••

"Sammy
And Rosie
Get Laid" is
: a great title
• for a great
• movie.
It is not a
: porno• graphic endeavor about some
: mindless adolescents cavorting
• in the backstreets of Tijuana.
•
The 1987 film is about a
• married couple in riot-tom east
• London who find it difficult to
• maintain their fidelity.
:
Director Stephen Frears
• ("Dangerous Liaisons") subtly
: but viciously attacks. Margaret
• Thatcher's Britain by introduc: inganexiledMiddleEastempoli• tician as Sammy's estranged fa•• ther who is haunted by his own
• human rights violations as he
• witnesses lower-class rioting.
•
The very dark comedy con: · fronts cultural, sexual and gen• erational issues with relieving
• sensitivity and fine performances
• all around, especially AyubKhan
• Din as Sammy and Roland Gift,
· • of the rock group Fine Young

••

•
•

•

Cannibals, as Rosie's lowerclass lover.
But as the title suggests, the
sexual exploits of Sammy, Rosie and Sammy's father are presented tastefully, climaxing with
quick editing and a hilarious split
screen.
"Sammy And Rosie Get
Laid" is the first film in the CWU
Winter Classics Film Series
sponsored by the ASCWU and
the Department of English.
As it sometimes goes showing films at schools, the projection of the film itself was annoying and headache-inducing.
The picture was hardly ever'·
in focus, and the sound was
muffled coming through the
McConnell Auditorium public
address system.
The saving grace of this
movie experience was the fantastic short-subject film before
the feature film.
"Housemoving," a film by
Derek Lamb, is a cute time-lapse
movie about tbe relocating of a
humongous house.
It has perfect comedic timing
and wonderful composition for
such a slow and laborious task.

•
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Dummy to entertain CWU
Laughter for the entire family is
the name of the game when the
ASCWU present the comedy ventriloquist act "Jim Barber and Seville," Jan. 16 in the Samuelson Union
Building ballroom, beginning at 8
p.m.
Tickets for the CWU performance cost $4 and are available at the
SUB information booth and Berry' s
department store.
There will also be limited performances at 5 p.m. and tenatively
at noon in the SUB Pit.
Barber, and his "dummy" Seville, have toured extensively
throughout the U.S. and abroad
during the past fe'Y years, gaining
accalaim for a fun-packed show.
His innovative style of ventriloquism includes audience participation, a talking guitar and a skit fea-

"Jim Barber and Seville"
turing "the baby," according to
Barber's agent.

The B-52's
Thursday, January 18

SIX DAYS AND FIVE NIGHfS AT THE BEDFORD INN OF

SAN FRANCISCO!
DoN'T JUST SIT AROUND OVER SPRING BREAK.
WE LEAVE MARCH l 7TH FROM SEA-TAC AIRPORT.
VISIT CHINATOWN, IBE FISHERMAN'S WHARF, THE

Festival Tickets: $14.00/adv.
$15.50/day of show

LEVI'S FACTORY, A CALIFORNIA NORDSTROMS AND

MUCH, MUCH MORE FOR ONLY $400 ...
CONTACT K1M BEFORE 111~ AT 925-7978 FOR MORE INFO

~ ~~ Central Office Equipment
~v

111 East 4th 925-4444

Phone and walk up orders
through the Central Washington State
Fair ticket office.

453-7139

770(~~
Central WaShfnoton State Falrorounds - Yakima
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Ugly and dumb: Qualities of an editor ·
Mike Bush
Editor

As you'll notice, my
column is now accompanied by a breath-taking photograph of an
incredibly handsome
.........,"""""".., young man, suitable
for hanging on your wall and admiring or
even (dare we say?) fantasizing over the
well-put-together hunk of male flesh.
Before your giggling gets to the point
where it may be causing intestinal damage,
I want to make one thing painfully clear. I

ACROSS
1 Inlet
4 Stupefy
8 Lift with lever
11 Fondles
12 Story
13 Meadow
14 Above
15 Heraldry: abbr:
17 High regard
19 Stitch
21 Once around
track
23 Ocean
24 Narrow, flat
board
26 Play on words
28 Short jacket
31 Obstruct
33 Pekoe
35 Declare
36 Exist
38 Experts
41 Symbol for
tellurium
42 River island

44 Baker's
product
45 Measure of
weight
47 Walked on
49 Attempt
51 Direction
54 At present
56 Behold
58 Tiny
59 Bread makers
62 Priest's
vestment
64 Sun god
65 Actor Wallach
66 Diving birds
68 Sea in Asia
70 Lair
71 Saucy
72 Unit of
Portuguese
currency

DOWN
1 Repulse
2 Pronoun _

3 Hard-wood tree
4 Strip of leather

did not want this picture, or any picture of
me, run in the newspaper at all. Granted,
I'm a glutton for punishment from random
violent education majors, but I'm not
incredibly excited about having all m_y
physical shortcomings laid out in black
and white for the entire university community to see.
Let's study the photo together, shall we?
Starting at the top - The Hair.
Many people have hair that when
combed in a certain direction acts like a
well-trained army troop in a solid formation, does exactly what it is supposed to
and stays put. These people generally hang

. The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle
5 Symbol for
tantalum ·
6 Rubber tree
7 Promontory
8 Folds

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Puzzle solution page 16

Non Compos Mentis

9 Female ruff
10 Sweet potato
11 Kitten
16 Spanish article
18 Golf mound
20 Small lump
22 Certain golf
clubs
25 Scottish cap
27 Born
29 Grain
30 Brood of
pheasants
32 Chart
34 Skill
36 Cudgel
37 Goddess of
healing
39 Pose for portrait
40 Female hog
43 Gulf off Viet
Nam
46 Recent
48 Female deer
50 Bread
ingredient
52 Caravansary
53 River duck
55 Envelop
57 Spanish article
59 Plot of land
60 Saloon suds
61 Petition
63 Prohibit
67 Symbol for
krypton
69 Concerning

out in ultra-fashionable dance clubs and
wear extremely bright, neon-like clothes,
made out of the same components as
nuclear waste.
My hair, on the other hand, is less like an
anny troop and behaves much more like a
large conglomeration of small children let
loose in a Nintendo factory - running off
in all different directions with no visible
sign of order or purpose. The reason behind
the lack of discipline in my hair is something called "cow-licks." Apparently my
head has been invaded by several thousand
of them, I suspect while I was asleep. I
don't know why cow-licks appear, but,
given the name I believe it has something
to do with a very sneaky and soft-footed
bovine using my head as a lollipop, so it's
just as well that I'm asleep when it happens.
Another attractive feature of my hair is
the line itself. It has not yet begun to recede
like so many of my friends but I keep
hoping. Until it does, as yo_u 'll notice, I
have this "Eddie Munster Limited Edition
Widow's Peak" to contend with. Like
myself, you'll notice that Eddie Munster
(Butch Patrick) never had a gaggle of
women hanging all over him, either, just
that big dinosaur thing that lived under the
stairs.
On our next stop of our tour of Mike
Bush's body is The Face.
We're not exactly talking about movie
star features here. What we're talking about
is zits. Pimples. Acne run rampant.
Escorted by the Cow-Lick creature is
someone known as the Zit Fairy, a small
being who comes into my room late at
night, sprinkle some sort of pixie dust on
my face and leave the dust to form large,
dense clusters of pimples from my forehead
to my neck. As a result of this, I have
become extremely talented in the art of zitpopping to the extent where if it were
turned into an international sporting event,
I would dominate the competition for
several years to come and perhaps even
find my way onto a few Sports Illustrated
covers.
Just below my face, as in most humans
of the male species, you'll find my Adam's
Apple. In most guys, this is something that
you would rarely even notice. Not so in my
case. My Apple is hypnotic. Your eyes are
drawn to it like a huge eyeball magnet from
an old space movie. The kind of weapon
that the green guy with the one big eye

Greg Goessm.a n

threatens to use on Our Hero right before ·
he saves the beautiful Princess Buttercup of
the Planet Zorb. In fact, my Apple is so big
that when I introduce myself to people
normally, they go away thinking I said
something like "Hi, my name's Mike and
TIIlS IS MY ADAM'S APPLE!"
Because of all these obscene shortcomings in the physical formation of my head,
combined with the fact that I have very
little actual muscle connected to my body, I
don't get to hang out with the really cool
people around the university. While other,
more attractive people associate with '
hotshot athletes and intensely beautiful
female-types, I have a group of friends who
could try out for Letterman's Stupid People
Tricks and provide D~tve with good
material until late in the year 1997.
By far the strangest of all my buddies is
Lee, who actually tried to coax me into
sitting in a dark room with him surrounded
by magical crystals, so we could stare at a
candle flame. He does this for several hours
per week. He also believes that Jim
Morrison is the controller of the universe
- something he calls Jimism, and thinks
we all live in a dream, ~hile dreams are the
only reality. Despite this, he's a pretty nice
guy who we only rarely think about having
committed to an asylum.
My most talented friend is nicknamed
"Heavy" for reasons that are unknown to
me. Heavy's major claim to fame is the fact
that he can - get this - snort a cooked
spaghetti noodle up his nose, cough it up
through his mouth and floss his sinuses.
He's very proud of this. He actually spent
about two hours one night trying to prove it
to my roommate and I. He couldn't do it
that night but vowed he'd prove it to us
later. Apparently, he was out of practice. I
know I'm looking forward to seeing this as
should you. Tickets will be on sale at the
SUB information booth starting today.
The biggest loser of the entire bunch is a
guy who will remain nameless. He spends
all of his time with a random bunch of
idiots except that whi'ch he spends at work.
His job - if you can believe anyone is
stupid enough to do this - is to run a small
college newspaper and write a weekly
column which he receives endless grief and
criticism for. And you know what? The
bonehead is so dumb he printed a photograph of himself in the paper, so all kinds
of fools can assault him on sight.
What a jerk.

zoo u.

by Mark Weitzman

"Is this the line for the yard?

/1
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Archrival Western here Saturday
The feud goes .on
by CHRIS AMES
Sports Editor

The Central men's basketball
team extended their winning streak
to seven games with victories over
Whitworth and St. Martin's last
weekend. CWU is 10-3 overall, including a 3-1 record in district play.
The 'Cats play at home tonight
against Sheldon Jackson and again
on Saturday when they host Western Washington. Tipoff is 7:30p.m.
both nights.
Western comes into the game
with a perfect 3-0 district mark and
are 11-4 overall. Central leads the
all-time series, 123-66. Central head
coach Dean Nicholson has a 55-19
career record against the Vikings.
Western returns three starters
from last year's team, Ed Briggs,
Eric Schurman and Mannie Kimmie. Kimmie leads the team in
scoring with a 18.6 points per game
average. Briggs is the Vikings' top
rebounder at 8. 7 per game.
The Wildcats and their fans aren't
the only people looking forward 10
the game.
"This is where the 'real season'
of district competition starts," said
Western head coach Brad Jackson.
"We've been pointing toward it all
year long."
Whitworth entered its contest
with Central on a four-game winning streak of their own. However,
it would go no further. Central only
led by three points at the half, but
went on a 15-0 run with 16: 17
remaining in the game. Playing
more aggressively on defense, the
'Cats went on to a 79-66 victory.
David Jones with 14points,Ric.hard Ramey with 13 and Jim Toole
with 12 led CWU in scoring. Ra.mey also added eight rebounds to
lead the 'Cats. OttoPijpkerblocked
four shots in the contest.
On Saturday, Central defeated
St. Martin's for the third time this

season, but once again it was a slow
start that had the 'Cats worried. As
in Friday nights game, Central only
led by three at the half.
For the second straight night,
however, the Wildcats came out
playing tough defense. The Wildcats outscored St. Martin's 50-33
in the second half to make the final
score 91-71. Freshman Jason Pepper led the second half charge-, scoring 12 points. He was a perfect 4for-4 from both the floor and the
line.and finished with 17 points.
Jones led Central with 20 points.
In his second game·, Norm Calhoun
scored 13 'and added a team high
five assists.
Over Christmas break, the Wildcats won two tournaments, the
University of Puget Sound Invitational and the College of Idaho
tournament. ·
At Puget Sound, the 'Cats
pounded Western Baptist in the first
round 101-82, then beat UPS in the
title game 79-75. Scott Kenney was
named to the all-tounament team
and Richard Ramey was named the
tounament's MVP.
Ramey had 45 points and 19 rebounds in the tournament. Ke~mey
also had 45 points in the two games.
At the College of Idaho, CWU
defeated the host school in the opening round, then knocked off Oregon Tech in the championship
game.
Jim Toole led the 'Cats with 33
points in the tournament, including
21 in the championship game.
Ramey collected a team-high 18
rebounds.
Saturday's game with Western
will renew the fierce rivalry that
usually decides the District One
champion. Tickets ar.e already on
sale at the Cashier's Office in Mitchell Hall and will go on sale at noon
at Nicholson Pavilion on Saturday.

David Jones (24) dunks against St. Martins College (photo by Karin Olsen).

Women ·win UPS Tournament
by ROD WALLIS
Staff Writer

When the Central women's
team hosted Western last Saturday night, the Lady 'Cats got all
they could handle and more. The
seventh-ranked Vikings employed
an inside-outside game to crush
Central 84-52.
Things started badly for Central
as they fell behind 10-1, but the
'Cats closed the lead to 12-9.
They would never get any closer
than that. Western moved out to a
36-24 halftime lead.
The second half saw Western
tum up the defensive pressure and
Central tum the ball over. When
Central didn't tum the ball over,
Western' s defense forced the
Lady 'Cats into taking poor shots.
Central shot a frigid 38 percent

from the floor for the game.
Lynda Laughery continued to
be a bright spot, leading Central
in scoring with 12 points.
Head coach Gary Frederick felt
Western' s size and experience
coupled with Central' s poor shot
selection decided the outcome.
"We just got our butts beat,"
Frederick summed up. Frederick
refuses to count the Lady 'Cats
out of the playoff picture though.
"The more the girls play
together, the better they'll
become," Frederick·stated.
Central' s record fell to 2-3 in
district and 6-7 overall.
Over the Christmas break,
Central captured the University of
Puget Sound Tournament
championship.
In the opening game, Central

cruised to a 76-63 victory over
Alaska Southeast. Kathy Brumley
led.Central with 21 points. Darci
Riley chipped in with 10 points
and added eight rebounds.
The Wildcats captured the
championship with a thrilling 8783 overtime victory over UPS.
Riley had a game high 24 points.
Lisa Kolwitz added 17 and
Laughery pitched in with 14.
Along with the title, two Lady
'Cats grabbed all-tournament
honors. Laughery and Kolwitz
were named to the all-tournament
team and Laughery was also
named the tournament's Most
Valuable Player.
Central will try to get back in
the win column when they travel
to Seattle Pacific University .on
Friday.

Sports Schedule
Men's Basketball
Jan. 11
Jan. 13
Jan. 16

Sheldon Jackson ·
Western Washington
at Whitworth

7:30
7:30
7:30

Men's Junior Varsity
Jan. 11
at Wenatchee Valley CC
Jan. 13
Big Bend
Jan. 16
Walla Walla

7:30
5:15
5:00

Women's Basketball
Jan. 12
at Seattle Pacific

7:30

Women's Junior Varsity
Jan. 15
Columbia Basin

7:00

Wrestling
Jan. 11
Jan. 13
Jan. 16
Jan. 17

Southern Oregon
atPLU
Highline
North Idaho

2:00
All Day
7:30
7:00

Swimming
Jan. 13

PLU

1:00
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Central's football hopes fall short
by_CHRIS AMES
Sports Editor

Central' s hopes of a football national championship came crumbling down Dec. 9 at Sparks Stadium in Tacoma.
A crowd of 4,500 showed up to
see CWU lose for the first time this
season 21-10. The crowd set an
NAIA record of more than $16,000
in at-the-gate ticket sales.
Eventual national champion
Westminsterusedabend-but-don'tbreak defense to end the 'Cats season. Central had the ball inside the
Westminster 40-yard line ten times,
but came away with only two scores.
The first came on a Pat Patterson
touchdown run in the first quarter.
It put the 'Cats up 7-0.
Westminster answered with 21
straight points to make the halftime
score 21-7.
Ron Sparks kicked a 43-yard field
goal early in the second half to end
the scoring.
Because they were trailing, Central was forced to throw the ball,
which is not the 'Cats strong suit.
Every drive into Westminsterterri-

tory brought new enthusiasm to the
crowd, but every time they were
disapointed.
Patterson led Central on the
ground with 149 yards. Terry Duncan was the leading receiver for the
Wildcats, grabbing eight passes for
70 yards.
Defensive back Leo Jacobs was
named the Defensive Player-of-theGame and the First Interstate Playerof-the-Game.
At the football awards program,
Patterson was named the team's
MVP. Honorary team captain honors were given to Scott Ditter, John
Bower and Mike Estes.
Tracy McKenzie was given Best
Tackler honors. The 'Most Inspirational' award was shared by Brian
McElroy and Jacobs.
Another tie occurred in the 'Best
Blocker' category were Jeff Hash
and Mike Ellis were both selected.
The 'Outstanding Freshman'
award was also split between two
players, Phil Johnson and Brian
Mattson.
The annual Dan Heavilin award
for managers went to Skip Ashley

Ken Stradley (15) forced to throw the ball against Westminster (photo by Karin Olsen).
named to the Kodak All-American
and the Associated Press Little AllAmerican teams. .

and Pete Harbaugh.
All-American honors are starting
to be handed out. Estes has been

Head coach Mike Dunbar has
been named Region Five's Coachof-the-Year by Kodak.

Ames On Athletics

To playoff or not to playoff, that is the NCAA question
The college
football
season is over,
so it is time
once again
for the great,
debate: who's
number one?
Not since Alabama and the
University of Southern California
split the polls in 1979 has there
been such a controversy over
who's the best.
The University of Miami was
voted the top team in the nation
by every major college poll. The
Hurricanes are also my choice as
the best. Along with the University of Notre Dame, Miami shared
the best record in the nation, but
Miami defeated the Irish handily
in November.
Notre Dame fans are complaining because their team played the
toughest schedule and still
finished 11-1. The Fighting Irish
defeated four major conference
champions, including USC (Pac10), Michigan (Big-10), Virginia
(ACC) and Colorado (Big Eight).
Let us not forget Florida State
University, who defeated Miami
and finished ahead of Notre Dame
in the UPI poll. FSU may have
been the best team at the end of
the season.
All of these teams have a claim
to number one, but there is a
solution to this maddening
argument. It is nearly guaranteed
to keep Irish fans from whining.
It is a playoff system. Every
other division of college football
does it, so why shouldn't Division
1 do it? Here is the plan:
First, the season will be cut
down to 10 games. Don't cry,
football enthusiasts, Central only
played nine regular-season games
this season.

Next, 16 teams will be selected
for post-season play. The top 16
in the AP, UPI, and CNN/USA
Today polls will be selected. If
there is a discrepancy, they will
vote again, but just on the nonunanimous choices. If still a
decision cannot be reached a onegame playoff will be held.
Now the playoffs begin. Every
playoff game will be at a site of
the previous year's bowl games.
The first round will include
contests at the Liberty, Holiday,
Freedom, Copper, Citrus, California, Independence, and Bluebon-

net bowls.
Quarterfinals will be held at the
Fiesta, Cotton, John Hancock, and
Aloha bowls. Semifinal games
will be staged for the Sugar and
Orange bowls.
The championship game will be
in Pasadena, California at the
Rose Bowl.
Each game can retain the
pageantry and name that accompanied it before the playoff
system was activated.
A true national champion could
be crowned. A team that won it
on the field, not in the press box

or in the newspapers.

BRIEFLY NOTED:
Central' s men's basketball team
hosts Western Washington this

Saturday at 7 :30 p.m. For a good
seat during the Western game, go
to the junior varsity game as well.
They also deserve our support.

WE'VE
MOVED!
'E{fensburg

105 E. 4th

Just around tlie comer

925-4626
Hours: M - F 9 - 6
Sat. 9 - 5

SKI RENTALS AND REPAIRS

307 NORTH PINE
925-5993

CROSS-COUNTRY AND DOWNHILL

-------------------- :

:~Mountain High Sports
:
:

SPECIAL
SKI TUNE - $13.95

:

I
I

(regular $18.95)

:

with coupon only

I

Expires 1/20/90

I

I

I·

#~I
~~

cP

I

~--------------------~

'

*BRING THIS AD IN
FOR A STUDENT DISCOUNT
ON CLOTHING, BICYCLE PARTS,
ACCESSORIES, AND RUBBER.
OFFER EXPIRES JANUARY 25, 1990
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Long way from home doesn't pique Pijpker
by PHIL HOFFMAN
Some people get homesick when
they're away at college and long to
return to their hometown. Unfortunately for Central freshman Otto
Pijpker, Langelo, Holland isn't a
three-hour drive away.
Pijpker, 23, is a 6-foot-9 center
and a vital member of the Wildcat
men's basketball team.
Pijpker didn't know very much
· about basketball until coming to the
United States at age 18. In The
Netherlands, early athletic endeavors included judo at age 5 and soccer at age 9. At age 14, Pijpker
started cycling and participated in
several competitive races.
Pijpker came to America in 1985
as an exchange student at Warden
High School, 90 miles south of
Moses Lake. Since he had already
graduated from high school in
Langelo, Pijpker was ineligible for
high school basketball under Wash. ington rules.
When Pijpker returned home after his exchange year expired, his
basketball career took off.
He signed with Donar, a professional team near Langelo, but only
practiced. A Donar teammate, Philip
Thomas, referred Pijpker to Glenville State College in West Virginia, Thomas' alma mater.
Last summer Pijpker ret~rned to
Warden to see Bob Bales, who
helped Pijpker develop basketball
skills during his exchange year.
Pijpker told Bales of the opportunity to attend college in West Virginia, but Bales wanted to see
Pijpkerplay closer to Warden. Bales
contacted several colleges in Washington and four offered scholarships.

program.
"I don't want to bind myself to
anything," said Pijpker. "I want to
stay at Central, but I have to think
about it and make a decision."

"He's the best coach I've played
under, that's forsure,"Pijpkersaid.
"He's a good motivator, funny, and
I have the idea everyone on our
team really loves him."
One thing Pijpker misses from
home are the clubs and thriving
social life, but Pijpker insists that he
doesn't get too wild.
"I want to get that straight, I'm
not a big partier," Pijpker said.
Pijpker also misses his parents
and two younger sisters. Christel,
18, and Gitte, 14, stand 6' 1" and
6'2" respectively. His parents, Nettie and Geert, call and write often.
With aspirations of becoming a
sportswriter, Pijpker will play one
more year at Central before making
his decision on staying in America.
Pijpker hasn't finished his vocational program back home and his
grades will be valid should he return after next year and finish his

Staff Writer

PUZZLE SOLUTION

Attention .season
Ticket Holders!

Otto Pijpker (42) scores two against St. Martins College (photo by
Karin Olsen).
Pijpker' s decision boiled down
to Central and Western Washington University. Enter former Wildcat star Ron vanderSchaff. VanderSchaff;also a Netherlands product,
called Pijpker and steered him
towards Central.
"I also chose CWU because the
team is better and the reputation of
the university is good," Pijpker said.
Pijpker averages five points, five

rebounds and one block per game.
Against St. Martin's on Dec. 2, he
scored 1Opoints, snared 13 rebounds
and blocked six shots.
Pijpker has become a crowd favorite, both at home and away.
"It's fun being on the court and
hearing your name," Pijpker said.
"It makes you want to play harder."
As for coach Dean Nicholson,
Pijpker has high appraisal.

Otto Pijpker

In order to attend the WESTERN ~
GAME THIS SATURDAY, please s
bring your coupon (from the ticket -s-booklet) to the cashier at Mitchell
Hall (2nd floor) NO LATER THAN . B E
FRIDAY, JAN. 12 at 4 p.m. Other- f--A-+---+_
wise, you will have to pay $1 and
stand in line with everyone else!

SCREAM SQUAD

rgvtng

·

~roup

· ~dvl1e1
.b=u
U~a~V
• Applications Due
5 p.m. Friday, Jan.12

NEW HOURS:
· Monday: Closed
Tuesday-Thursday: 3-10
Friday: 3-11
Saturday: 1-11 Sunday: 1-10

WE ALSO HAVE:
*Video Games
*Refreshments

Uncle Ray's Tutoring
_15 years experience tutoring
B.S., B.A.
Courses offered:
* English l O1- l 02 a specialty
* All mathematics through calculus
* All Social Science courses
*Biology 104, l l l, 112, 113
* GRE preparation * GED preparation

.
N2
Appointment
Necessary

Tuesday - Friday
9:00am - 5:00pm

Saturday 9:00am - 12:00pm

*Military Cuts
*Regular cuts
*Styling

SHARRON LAMBERT

314 North Pearl
Ellensburg, WA 98926

SHOES
UNLIMITED
706 E. 8th

In the Plaza

925-5555
Athletic Shoes - Sweats - Shirts - Shorts
Bags - Posters

Get your intramural hightop
basketball shoes today

$10 per hour or
.
Winter Quarter special $240 for 30 hours
~

For appointment and free initial consultation ...
call

962-5676

*Sale prices 9ood :through January*
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Bo knows ·baseball, takes Tiger of a job
.

by TOM GAGE
DETROIT - For Bo Schembechler, it was just one more changing of the guard. Only this time, it
wasn't his left guard or his right
guard. It was his career.
At age 60, leaving behind his
coaching days and the burden of
recruiting but tackling a new challenge, Schembechler. has officially
switched from football to baseball.
Monday he was hired as president and chief operating officer of
the Detroit Tigers. He replaces Jim
Campbell, 65, as president, but
Campbell will retain the position of
chief executive officer, as well as
chairman of the board, until such
time that Schembechler is ready to
absorb all responsibilities.
"I'll do what Jim Campbell did,"
Schembechler said Monday.
Campbell will be on hand as a
benevolent mentor, not as an executive superior who retains veto
power over Schembechler's decisions.
"I'd only do that in a catastrophe
situation, and I don't know if I'd

recognize a catastrophe any more
ornot,"Campbellsaid. "We'll work
together, I'll make suggestions, and
if I see something I feei Schembechler should think about, I'll tell
him."
In other words, the transition of
power is smooth, it's friendly and
nearly complete.
"This is not going to be management by conflict," Schembechler
said.
Monaghan said that he is not a
policy-maker with the Tigers. He
insisted that the hiring of Schem~
bechler, one of his close friends,
was Campbell's doing and not his.
But the move met with his full
approval.
"I haven't made one decision in
six years as owner of the Tigers,"
Monaghan said. "I don't interfere."
Monaghan, for the first time, said
the Tigers will be able to find private financing for such a: facility
instead of using public funds but
neither a site nor a design has been
determined.
In accepting his new positions

with the Tigers, Schembechler took
a leave of absence from his duties as
Michigan's athletic director, but
he's no longer on the school's payroll, nor does he intend to return to
the school as athletic director.
"However, I have not cut my ties
with Michigan," he said. "I intend
to have a close association up there.
There will be times when they'll
call on me, and I'll help any way I
can, but more as a hobby than as a
job.
"When I retired from coaching, I
knew I would need something new.
There are other things I could have
done. I had all these agencies calling me, wanting to be my agent. I
could have gone into television, I
could have been an analyst or
I could have stayed as athletic director.
"But anybody who knows me
knows that I need something challenging, I need something new. This
excited me, but I never would be
doing it if it weren't for the fact that
I know Tom Monaghan well. I can
get along with him fine. Sure, there

will be some adjustments, but I'm
looking forward to them. That's
why I'm here."
Schembechler said he won't be
able to settle into hi~ new job on a
full time basis until Feb. 1 but plans
to go on the team's press tour starting Jan. 22, and also be on hand for
all of spring training in Lakeland,
Fla.
"The first thing I have to do,
though, is get the picture of Ohio
State's stadium off the wall in
Campbell's office."
Campbell is an Ohio State grad.
Schembechler said he did not retire
from coaching because of the possibility of the Tigers' job opening up.
He retired from coaching because
of his doctor's recommendations
after two open-heart surgeries.
"I would have retired from coaching regardless, and I probably would
have still retired as athletic director
in fairness to all involved," he said.
"I have all kinds of ideas," he
said. "They might not work, and I
wouldn't want to present them now
and look like a fool, but I have all

~~when Icall Mom,

she either wants
to talk art or football.
Usually football?'

kinds of ideas. For instance, if
Sparky needs an extra batting practice arm in spring training, I might
be available.
"I know a lot more about this club
than you think I do," he said. "I've
seen the balance sheets. I know
what these players are making. I
like the challenge of this, though.
It's new and exciting.
"I didn't want to sit back and
make speeches. That's not my
style."
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple
College lnfonnation Network.

ATTENTION GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (U-repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext.
GH4610.
POLICE OFFICER-The Cities
of Yakima, Selah and Union Gap
are seeking candidates for Police
Officers to protect life and property,
enforce laws, and perform other
tasks often under hazardous working conditions. Applicants must be
able to be lawfully employed in the
United States, be able to read and
write English, be a high school
graduate or equivalent, and must be
at least 21 years of age at time of
examination. Interested applicants
must apply by January 19,1990 to
City of Yakima, Personnel Office,
129 No. 2nd St., Yakima, WA
98901. Office hours are Monday Friday, 9 - 5. Phone: (509) 5756089. Women, minorities and bilingual persons are encouraged to
apply.
ATTENTION - IIlRING! Government jobs- your area. $17 ,840
-$69 ,485. Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext.
R4610.
Wanted: decent used car in $2,500
range. Call 925-6033.
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEIIlCLES from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys. Surplus Buyers Guide. 1602-838-8885 Ext. A46 l 0.

Go ahead, call her up and let
her know the score.
A 10-minute coast-to-coast call,
dialed direct anytime, any day with
AT&T, costs less than $3.00.* And
with fast connections and immediate credit for wrong numbers, how
can you miss?
Ibr more information on
AT&T Lang Distance Service, and
products like the AT&T Card, call

1 800 525-7955, Ext. 100.
*Add applicable raxes and surcharges.

~AT&T
The right choice.

--

Best Fundraisers On Campus! Is
yourfratemity,sororityorclubinterested in earning $1,000+ for a oneweek, on-campus marketing project? You must be well-organized
and hard working. Call Corine or
Myra at 1-800-592-2121.
ATTENTION-EARN MONEY
READING BOOKS! $32,000/year
income potential. Details. 1-602838-8885 Ext. Bk4610.
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK,
MONTANA - Have the best
summer of your life by joining the
team rated tops in providing the best
of Western hospitality to Glacier
Park Visitors! 1990Summer Applications now being accepted for the
following positions: bar, restaurant,
kitchen staff, desk clerks, sales
people and store clerks, office, service station, hous~keeping and maintenance personnel. Write to: St.
Mary Lodge and Resort, P.O. Box
1808, Sun Valley, ID 83353, for an
application.
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NCAA playoffs bad for players, fans
by MIKE LOPRESTI
MIAMI - What is it the public
and media love to say so often
about college sports?
It needs a return to reason. A
restoration of academic priorities.
A way to combine athletics and
perspective.
Does anyone seriously think a
football playoff would help?
It would be like the Super Bowl
- wretched excess and supersonic hype. Just the message
· college sport doesn't need to send
right now. It makes little sense to
moan how college sport has
become too big, too important,
too money-oriented and then
create something that will only
make it bigger, more important
and more money-oriented.
So we need a playoff. Why?
The top three finishers in the
polls this year were Miami, Notre
Dame and Florida State. Florida
State had two defeats. Miami beat
Notre Dame by 17 points ·only six
weeks ago. Didn't that one count?
Sounds pretty settled to me, as it
has been nearly every year after
the bowls, which somehow sort
out things pretty well. Rarely is
there that much of a question after

Jan. 1.
So we need a playoff. Where?
It would have to be in the South
or a dome city, likely far away
from any participating school.
Bowls are held over the holidays
when students and parents can
take a trip to the site. Who could
go to a playoff, say, in New
Orleans Jan. 13?
Students are returning to class.
And assuming some students and
fans went to the bow1 games, few
could afford another trip. Those in
the stands would be the Super
Bowl crowd - corporate types
who jet in to have a little shrimp,
see the game and be seen.
So we need a playoff. How?
Many suggest a one-game
playoff. But choosing the two
teams would create as much
controversy as choosing a
champion now. Which would you
leave home, Miami, Notre Dame
or Florida State? So they'd
probably go to four teams. More
travel, more mess, more time off
school.
A playoff would give us: great
TV ratings, lots of money, plenty
of pre-game parties under the
corporate tents and a champion.

A playoff would also give us:
More pressure on a coaching
profession that already has too
much, more burdens on the
shoulders of athletes who already
bear too many, and a gutted bowl
system, which has been awfully
good for
college football.
You think thousands of Notre
Dame fans are going to spend
$1,000 to go to the Orange Bowl
to see what, in effect, would be a
quarter-final game? Forget it.
There is room for 18 winners
each bowl season. In a two-team
playoff, No. 3 would feel like a
failure. In a four-team playoff,
No. 5 would feel like a failure.
This isn't basketball. They can't
have a bracket of 64 teams to
allow in every team with a crumb
of a case.
Good teams will be left out.
Being left out gets coaches fired,
creates pressure to cheat, adds to
the worst of college sports.
The bowl system isn't perfect,
but a playoff isn't practical. Not if
our yearning for college sport
reform is anything but lip service.
We, the media and fans,
demand too much from our teams.

TWO PIZZAS ON THE DOUBLE.

Admit it. We do. A playoff would
have us demanding more. That's
too high a price to pay. I'll take a
little controversy on Jan. 2.

©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/
Apple College Information
Network

•MAU RICES·

Check out the new spring fashions!
116 E. 4th

925-9350

The

MANE ATTRACTION
HAIR DESIGN FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Start the New Year out looking great.
Specializing in men and women's haircuts,
permanent waving, coloring (frosts),
cellophanes and temporary colors.
Student Days every Mon. and Tues.
$3.00 off haircuts.
Open Mon. - Sat. evening by appt.

423 North .Pearl Street • 925-3159

II®~
~~·
Coll Domino's Pizzo®
now and save.

Call Us!

925-6941

Corner of 81h &Anderson

(Behind Jaguar's Clothing strore)

LINDER CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
Hours:
11 a.m. - 1 a.m. Sun. -Thurs.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat.
OPEN FOR LUNCH!

I
I
·---------------·------------~--~
PEPPERONI PLUS!
2 Medium Pizzas I

I
I
I $10.95
I (plus tax)
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

II®

1 Topping Each
Additional Toppings
available at Regular
Menu Prices
No Coupon Required
Expires 1-27-90

V&lid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may
vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited
to ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Our drivers are
not penalized for late deliveries.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Only $6.00 (plus tax)

II®

Medium size, original
style Pepperoni Pizza
plus any other topping!
Limit 4 pizzas per coupon
Expires 3-31-90.

Valid at participating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Prices may
vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Delivery areas limited
to ensure safe driving. Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Our drivers are
not penalized for late deliveries.

·-------------------------------·
Delivery areas limited to ensure safe driving. ©1989 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

.~ ··::··..:·

Dr. Maynard Linder

Dr. Sandy Linder

Dr. Myron Linder

Largest Chiropractic center in
Kittitas County
Emergency care available
Chiropractic care for sport related iryuries

located next to campus
962-2570
1011 N. Alder, Ellensburg

WINEGAR DAIRY
419 W. 15h Ave.
{Six blocks west of the library)
925-1821

STORE HOURS
11:15 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Monda.v - Saturday

